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MESSAGES FROM MY
COMMUNITY

FORWARD
There are six million lives being lived in the GTA right this moment. There is the person sitting
quietly next to you, the shuffling neighbour downstairs (that you never see, but hear), the
courteous and tired shopkeeper locking the door around the corner and the doe-eyed young loves
across the street. This is the place living happens. In class, we talk a lot about definition, meaning
and spelling—but community isn’t meant to be defined, community is meant to be experienced!
In this eye-opening collection of learner reflections, you will read about the joy of relationship,
the dependability of local business and the ever-growing cityscape. You will read about people
and friendships that are as rock-solid as the buildings they live in, and, sometimes, as fleeting and
cherished as the High Park cherry blossoms. Within these reflections, there are also shared stories
of celebrations, challenges and the importance of community and what community means. As we
see our stories connect on the same map, we might remember that old adage: big city, small world.
The people and places in these reflections remind us that being in community is not always easy.
We recognize too the claustrophobic stuffiness of overcrowded streetcars, and the constant
pressures of social networking - it’s hardly nice to feel obliged to friendship. We also recognize
our peers that huddle alone on city grates in the depth of winter, bad news from back home and
even worse Skype connections that leave us feeling empty and worried.
We ask you to take these stories as testament to real lives lived. Share this collection with others,
pass it on to your friend, leave it on a park bench for some unknown neighbour and remember
that each time you share this, you make Toronto, Ontario, Canada a better place. Consider these
stirring words from one of the city`s most
famous neighbourhood watchers, Jane Jacobs:

“Cities have the capability of
providing something for everybody,
only because, and only when, they are
created by everybody.”
Ben Szoller
Literacy Coordinator
Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre
June 2013
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Feels Like Home by Shahnaz Afghan
I come from a place where people flew kites that touched the sky and served sweets from
the bottom of their hearts as way to share love. Now I live to buy tea from Tim Hortons
and all I have left of my home are my beautiful thoughts.
I come from a place where a special season beautified the earth with jasmine blossoms
that released an overwhelming aroma in the air I breathed. Now I am from a city that is
surrounded by magical leaves in autumn. During this season when I am walking by the
Scadding Court library, I can hear the birds chirp and the books speak the colours of the
trees.
I was once from a kitchen where families cooked not as need but as an art. Now I am from
the Eaton Centre where I enjoy walking, shopping, and eating fried rice!
I was once from the mountains where people carried themselves with grace and pride like
the eagles that shared their skies. Now I am from a city where everyone connects even
though they come from many different places, and this feels like home. Here, I have been
taught, guided and shaped into a confident woman.
I come from a city where spring has been forsaken by the injustice of war and the walls
echo wails instead of laughter. Now I am from a community where we are sharing love and
healing each other. Here dreaming and believing are celebrated. There’s something deep
inside the community of Scadding Court, something that is calling me, something that is
healing me. It is full of kindness and laughter; it feels like home.

Northwestern
Toronto

1.

1. The Adventist Church
- Page 23
Where I go to church.
2. Eritrean Canadian
Community Centre
- Page 38
“Proud to be an Eritrean
Canadian.”

6.

5.

3. Pizza and Chicken
- Page 21
One of my favourite places for fries and
chicken.
4. Eglinton and Keele Street Community Page 22
Where I can meet my MP, MPP and City
Counselor.

4.
3.
2.

5. Craft Divas - Page 24
Where I learned to make pants and bags with
my sewing group.
6. Eglinton Flats - Page 20
Where I watch “our city glow with lights.”

Northeastern Toronto

1.

1. Richmond Hill - Page 25
Where I ride my bike with my family on
the weekends.
2. Scarborough - Page 28
Where I attend community meetings.
2.
5.
4.

3. North York - Page 27
A Community of Wellness.
4. Iranian Plaza - Page 39
“Where I feel the old days.”
5. Thornhill - Page 26
Where I have lunch with the
church youth group.

3.

1
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International
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“My Community” by Ashley
5.

1. Toronto - Page 42
My second home where everything is
celebrated.
1. Toronto - Page 41
Where I am trying to see if I can belong.
1. Toronto - Page 6
Where I take swimming lessons.
2. Gros Islet, St. Lucia - Page 9
Where a vibrant street party takes place.
3. St. Vincent and the Grenadines - Page 10
Carnival, the one festival I look forward to
every year.
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Mother, father, sister and brother
Yellow, summer sun

4. Rocky Point in Clarendon, Jamaica - Page 8
Where I put my life together. in Jamaica
5. Wanstead, Kingston, Jamaica - Page 5
Where I learned to respect other people and
not place values in things.

Careful, caring Canadians
Old, young, rich, poor
My smiling friends
My dog Ginger
Under the CN Tower
Nice, neighbours
Icy, winter winds
Tee shirt wearing folks
You and me, We are Community

Stories:
Where I eat ice cream all day. - Page 3
Where “all helped one another.” - Page 4
“Where family lived together.” - Page 7

2

Where I’m From by Rocell Caruth
I’m from a bright village in the city
where lots of stores and malls surrounded.
It’s like a fountain that takes your breath away,
when you see the ocean on the other side of the way.
The high way is like ants trying to find their way.
I’m from a play ground where I watch my brothers play soccer and play music all the way to the end.
I’m from a sun rise to sun set.
I’m from a rich neighbourhood that drives around in a car and eat ice cream all day.
I’m from a church that sings and dance and celebrate lives that are heal and touch by God’s people.

3
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All City by Mark Brathwaite
							
I am originally not from here, but I call Toronto
							
home. Being from Mississauga, it’s not that far, but
							
way different. For one, you can get around on
							
wicked streetcars and buses by the abundance, and
							
every street intersects with each other in a grid-like
							
pattern, which makes for no-brainer travel. Some
							
days, in the past, I would hit the street, cruise it for a
							
bit, listen to peoples’ conversations, find a chill spot,
							
sit and just watch and listen to the going-ons. That
							
makes walking the city even sweeter: if you just
cruise the streets of the main core: Queen, Yonge, Bloor, Dufferin, BAMB! you will see and
experience the true essence of the city’s life-force.
Being a hip-hop artist/hustler, the best way to sell is to know your selling audience, and to truly
know them, you have to immerse yourself into their world: watch and learn. Being that I make and
chop my music, my partner and I at one time found Mississauga limited, and often found ourselves
downtown kicking it, and from two conversations realised a lot of people were lacking knowledge
about hip-hop. My childhood friend and partner at the time (let’s call him Mr. X) used to know
this guy who was well connected, but didn’t want his face to be seen, so we were his face and that
was our in to the downtown scene. We were the ones to introduce Toronto to the first -- and some
of the greatest -- shows in the city, with no internet, social media, etc. we had to promote handto-hand. We pushed thousands of mix tapes and CDs on the streets, and everywhere we would
go people would ask us, where did you get those shoes, shirts, hats, etc. So we started selling them
gear.

I am from Island Green by Maria Silva
I am from Island green
Walking on the cloud
With a shoeless walk
I am from all around water
Candles for the night
Stories in the storm
I am from ruler to teach
Spotless to clean
Jump to eat
I am from where hand maid
Says it all boats on a sea
With dangerous around
I am from unity where
All helped one another

Because Toronto has such a diverse community, we were learning as we were teaching, and because
we would walk every nook and cranny of the city daily, in a short time we saw and learned more
about Toronto than Torontonians. I have been to a lot of countries and all over the States, and I
must say Toronto is a little world within itself: full of positive energy, experimental thinking, risk
takers, curious souls and devoted fans of life.
I encourage everyone to engage more, but sometimes I like the far west and south-east parts by
the water, where even though you’re still in the city you get a tranquil escape (which I find very
relaxing). Before you come into the city, and just a 15 minute ferry ride away, is the Toronto Island
-- very dope. My favourite thing is to go into just about every store, you never know what you will
find. Toronto is a city filled with so many hidden gems and my ability to speak different languages
has opened me up to a hidden Toronto that most don’t experience. One time I was cruising along
King Street, selling CDs, and I turned down a random street and bumped into Steven Tyler. He
popped the CD into his limo and was stoked, he gave me his contact and said I should check him
sometime. Most people go a life time without meeting anyone like that, but because of my travel
around this city, it is regular conversation for me. Toronto: there’s no place like it on the planet.
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“Community Newsletter”

My Community by Fay Miller

Born in Kingston Jamaica in 1975. I grew up in the parish of Clarendon Jamaica, in a very small
community called Wanstead. It wasn’t a vanity community or one of material distraction. It wasn’t about
cars and stuff. My community did not have electricity. We had a wood fire, lamps and candles, we did not
have a TV, but my grandpa always had radio. It was a community free of violence, one of communication
and togetherness.
At around 7 or 8 years old, the first thing I learned was to respect elderly people. I say “elderly people”
cause everyone is like one family.
Living in a very small community, as may be understandable, you get to know each other very easily and
how to respect people.
Growing up in a small community is so nice, because for every adult person you see you say “Uncle” or
“Auntie”. A person does not have to be an “Uncle” or “Auntie” for you to say it, rather you say it out of
love and a sign of respect. That is part of the sweetness of my community.
However, here a child also got to know his boundaries and his duty to others in the community. And if he
didn’t, you would be told to do so, by a spanking from an “Uncle” or “Auntie” and if you went home and
told your parents you would likely get a second spanking.
Growing up I attended Sunday School. I think attending Sunday School is very important for a young
child. In a small community like that, every Sunday you look forward to going to Sunday School. Growing
up in a Christian home, Grandma always made sure you went. On Sunday’s you would get see other people
in the community. It was a chance to talk to one another and everyone knew each other, especially the kids.
Growing up as a kid, with other kids, in this community was amazing. We would always share. As a kid,
we could hop from house to house, eating and drinking from the same pots frequently. We would play
together; we had a bunch of games we always played. Games like: Hid and Seek, Ring-a-Ring of Roses,
Dandy Shandy, and many, many more.
Finally on Sunday evenings, everyone in the family would always get together and listen to stories from
“Mabey’s and the Families” on my Grandpa’s radio. It was such fun, we would all sit, laugh and enjoy the
stories, drinking tea and eating biscuits. It was always fun.

5

I am from a place where the sun feels like a warm blanket on your skin and you can feel the sand
beneath your feet
I am from a small town where everyone knows each other and food is sold on the beach
I have left my tropical paradise and made Toronto my new home
In my new community I am surrounded by white sand that brings chills to my spine
In my new community I exchange smiles with people from different cultures
Here transportation is easily accessible and runs underground
Instead of walking through tall trees I am surrounded by tall structures touching the sky
In my new community instead of seeing people sleeping on the streets they are given shelter and
support

It has been a pleasure to talk about my past community. It means a lot to me because I have learned a lot
from it. This is the person that I am, it was not done all by myself. Growing up in my community with this
sense of togetherness, has taught me how to respect other people and not place value in things.

In my new community I can always find Jamaican food to buy, bringing back the taste I know so
well

For that I will always be thankful. I love my community.

In my new community everyone and everything is celebrated

Thanks to Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre.

I am happy to call Toronto my home sweet home

1975 – 2013 and Beyond
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My Community, My Home by Danielle Arthur

Where I’m From by Ashley Rinder
I’m from where there were beautiful sunshines awoke me in the early summer mornings.
I’m from where there was no space for beautiful flowers to grow.
I’m from a marvelous tall dark & handsome with 15 brick floors of fun.
I’m from a 3 day a week swimming pool lessons where I was taught how to swim openly & freely.
I’m from the recreational center beside my tall dark & handsome where I went to play foosball &
ping pong along with arts & crafts.

I am from a small community village
Were the beaches are made of black sand
I am from a place where the volcanoes erupt
Where I climbed trees and played sports
I am from a community where everyone knew your name
And I learned to cook soul food and be a true friend
I am from a broken home that made me strong
Where there was no education but the desire to learn
I am from a single mother who used her belt to teach me to do the right thing
I am from a culture that is loud but proud to be a part of
Now that I’ve left my beautiful country,
I have learned that this journey is more than just a vacation
Oh, Canada you are not what they said you were
But I’m thankful to God that I’m here
My new community has become my new home
It is full of conflict and pain							
But I find peace and love within my 4 walls
Where I exercise and do my runs, but most importantly
It’s where I get my hugs
I’m still exploring and trying to see if I can belong
It’s where I take my daughter to laugh and feed the ducks
Where the trails and river slope falls
But here the police are always present on their bikes wearing smiles
My community is where I live and hope to see happiness
It’s where I see many people of different cultures
And where I meet my girls and talk about life
This is my new community, this is my second home.
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I’m from permission slips to field trips to wonderful magical places such as wonderland and wild
water kingdom that were so full of amazing memories for me till this day I reminisce…
I am from a place where the average Joe would not feel safe to walk by at night, yet it was the safest
place on the planet for me…
I’m from the Tuesday evenings mom’s paydays at our favourite spot to dine each week…
I’m from a place that was free & fun to run up & down the staircase to another friend’s place of
residence & where I’d watch one of my mom’s best friends cook & do hair all day & night with a
hot comb on the back burner 24 hours a day. I’m from a place where it was fun to stay up all night
and play Atari while my babysitter listened to ABC’S song: Ayesha all night over& over again….
I’m from a tall dark handsome brick building in the East End which still stands to this day a place
that I called home.
I’m from the quiet floor of the building whereas the rest of the building wasn’t much so
I’m from the place nicknamed for it’s shape & where I met the first boy I kissed and played house
for three years with the same lil boy…
I’m from where my teacher in grade 2 named her daughter after me since she wanted her to grow
up and be as smart and pretty as I was which gave me a great confidence boost and I’m from a
place that was crazy& ghetto at the same time we always had fun & drank Jello as juice!
I’m from where my balcony became my home on the hot summer nights and I slept like a baby in
the cool summer breeze… I’m from a place that made me who I am today & it’s called Pentagon…
There’s nothing wrong with that !

6

I am From the Green Land by Maria Sousa
I am from
The green land
And the big mountain
I am from
Children of innocence’s
Rooming free and happy
I am from
A house where all of
The family lived together
To love and protect
One another
I am from
A time with no television or electricity
Where the back yard was
Our entertainment
I am from
Strong and hard working
Women from bread baking
To dress making

Community by Nirmela Ramsahai
The community where I come from is called Sister’s Village. It is quite small and is located on the
West Bank of Demerara, Guyana. This is where I was born and grew up. Sister’s Village is a small
community and the population is1300 people. A factory is located here. Since we produce sugar in my
country, most of the people living here work at the factory or in the fields growing cane to make sugar.
We also produce rum. We are able to make liquor from the molasses obtained from the sugar. There
are three bars, or what we call rum-shops, in our village alone. Almost all the labourers go there to
drink after a hard week’s work. Most would drink like no tomorrow while others just for a little time.
The men would drink until so much, that they dance to music playing in the bar, mostly Indian film
songs. It is a sight and usually funny to look at. On the other hand, there are some factory personnel
who live on the compound houses. This is a very quiet part of the village where some of the rich live,
often the managers who work at the factory or some workers transferred from different parts of the
country. There is a small ferry system that takes us across the river to the East Bank of Demerara.
With all the bars, there is a police station. There is also a community high school and some children
attend from other neighbouring villages. The people who live in the neighbourhing villages are from
different ethnicities. There are West Indians, Africans, Chinese, Portuguese and Amerindians. There are
two grocery stores and restaurants owned by Chinese people. Sister’s Village is unique, it is the place I
grew up and became a responsible adult. I am proud of this place. It was where I once called home.
The community in which I currently live is in the Riverdale district. I enjoy living here because it is a
plesant place to be. Near Broadview Subway Station, there is a Presidents Choice grocery store where
shopping is enjoyable and the prices are good. There is a mall on Gerrard Street called Gerrard Square
Mall. I shop there sometimes for food, clothing and pretty much anything that I need. When I take my
little one shopping with me, we would go to the McDonald’s after for a bite to eat. The French fries are
his favourite and he goes to play with me in a huge play pen designed for the all the children.
Within my locality there is a center called Jimmie Simpson Recreation Center, we go here to swim and relax
but it is so different from back home because there, these kinds of places are only found in the town
							
centres. I can always walk over to the nearby Value
							
Village to get knick-knacks at reasonable prices. A
							
little further down the road is Shoppers Drug Mart
							
which is very useful for my busy life. Lastly, I really
							
enjoy living in my neighbourhood. It is a huge change
							
since I was young and carefree back home. Now I
							
have become a mature adult with responsibilities.
							Modern day Queen and Broadview.
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The Exceptional City of Mahabad by Roya Sabouie

Rocky Point in Jamaica by Brian Samuda

A strong community is the most important factor in our
lives. Community translates differently for every individual
based on their personal needs. For example, I grew up in a
small city of Mahabad, with a population of 80,000 people
and located in northwest of Iran. Not everywhere in Iran
was specifically like my city, but most of the small cities are
kind of the same as where I grew up; that made it different
than many other societies.
Memories of my home and the people that lived around me
are different from where I live today. At the time that I grew
up, everyone knew each other, and from the moment we went out of our homes we started our day
with a smile on our faces and greeted almost every one we saw. It was cozy, by cozy I mean simple
and yet with warmth, and most people felt endlessly happy. There was not any social networking
like we know it now, but there were a lot of one-on-one interactions to take care of their daily
routines. People would often stop to communicate to each other during their daily activities, and
everyone was at peace--you could hardly see someone rush through their day. People respected
each other unconditionally, and regularly visited one another without any fancy invitations because
they all knew about each other’s simple life style. Contrary to what people may believe about an
Islamic Society, in Mahabad males and females were not shy to talk to each other; instead we were
all humbled together. There was laughter and joy among people, the kids felt especially safe and
enjoyed playing outside, far from danger or any kind of social network.
Unfortunately, this may not be true for today’s lifestyle in Toronto, where I have been living for 18
years now. These days we are busy most of the time, and we barely have time to do everything. It is
unlikely that we go out and say hi to everyone because being in such a big city people barely know
one another. However, when I go to the Iranian plaza on Yonge Street, I feel the old days. This is
one of the best qualities of Toronto: that even though many people left their countries, they can
still feel home because of being in the midst of a multicultural city. Given these points, If I had
to live my childhood again and choose to start over, I would choose my wonderful city Mahabad
without any doubt.

The fish is a
Hog Snapper

This is my story about Rocky Point in Clarendon, Jamaica. This community is where I went to do
scuba diving and fishing in 1991. This community was happy and prosperous with old fashioned
fishermen and young fishermen. We like to get together when the weather is rough and listen to
reggae music, dance, and have fun.
When it is time to go to sea with a motor boat, you can hear rumbling and splashing from the boat
engine. It sounds like WOOOO! I like to catch fish for money to feed my family and friends. This
community is where I put my life together in Jamaica. From 1991 to 2005, I was a good fisherman.
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An Enchanting Neighbourhood by Sabrina Jnbaptiste

Formally settled by the Caribs, a French map from 1717 provides the first identification of the area
as Gros Islet. It lies on the shore of the Caribbean Sea and has always been known as a fishing
village. However, as time went by it grew and it is now called a town. It is located to the north of
the island Saint Lucia and is best known for its popularity as a tourist destination in the country.
This is fact –based information about my community, but what is more interesting is what happens
on a typical day in my neighbourhood especially on a Friday.
On a warm and peaceful morning in the town, I awake to the boisterous sound of roosters and the
horn of the bread van. People are rushing to get their hot breads and cakes, while fishermen blow
their conch shell to alert the community of their arrival. As the sun opens its eyes, one man shouts,
“get your balawou, three dollars a pound,” which is a type of fish with long snout. Everyone is
running towards him. I can hear the sound of the bashing waves along the seaside, as my mum
rushes to get fresh fish. I quickly run along, and I soon approach a dilapidated shack where the
famous Mister Pelay, a shoemaker, works. “Good day Mister Pelay,” I shout while trying to catch up
with my mom. “Good day my child,” he replies with a brown shoe in one hand and glue in another.
While the hours run by everyone is busy doing their daily chores.
As the sun takes a break, it tinges the sky into a painting of orange and red. Numerous street
vendors set up stalls for selling local food. The streets of my community are closed off to cars and
a vibrant street party, "The Jump-up," takes place. The heart of Gros-Islet then becomes lively and
transforms itself into a colourful carnival scene with the sweet sound of reggae, soca and hip pop.
The air is filled with the smell of roast fish, barbeque chicken and roast bakes. I then walk along the
waterfront bar where I can hear many old folks quarrelling and shouting while others are dancing
to the music in the background. The streets are packed with persons of different cultures and
races, and the bars stay open till about four am. I have now migrated to a new home, which is the
Jane and Finch community and it reminds me of my old neighbourhood because of the liveliness
of the area and the different cultures and races, but nothing can quite compare to “ -la s`ol`ey
kouche`asou lowison-a”, the Sunset on the horizon at Gros Islet.
9

My Community is Eritrean Canadian Community
by Elsa Grimazien

Many people don’t know much about Eritrea,
and some haven’t even heard of it. Many don’t
know where it is located, or what language is
spoken, how many people live there, and what
the culture looks like. Because of the neighboring
country Ethiopia, many people think we are all
Ethiopians and do not even know of the longest
war going on between Eritrea and Ethiopia.
Because of that war, the Eritrean people were
dispersed from our traditional homeland, and this
is called a Diaspora.
Even though there are many challenges we face in our daily lives, we try hard to teach the young
generation about the history, culture and language. Because we are away from our homeland, we
value our heritage by bringing all the youth together and teaching them the language and culture.
Every Sunday, there is a soccer tournament for the youth, and after the game is over, the kids will
join their parents in church and stay for the mass. We go to church and listen to the announcements
and news from back home in Eritrea. After mass, we enjoy the rest of the day with lots of sweets,
coffee and tea. Eritreans in Canada make up one of the smallest communities, and we need help
and support, so this is also an opportunity to discuss about our community, and most importantly,
we reach out if someone needs help financially, emotionally and spiritually.
There is also a huge celebration every year: Independence Day. This is a special day that brings
all Eritrean Canadians from every province, and overseas. There is food, live music and games
where everyone has fun and everybody is proud to be an Eritrean Canadian. Meanwhile, it is a
chance for others living all across Canada to visit the greatest city of Toronto. Eritrean Canadians
are very grateful to live in Canada, because of it diversity, human rights laws and freedom of
speech. Because I feel and know I am both Eritrean and Canadian at once, I am happy to see our
community in Canada grow stronger, prosper and still keep our united heritage.
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My Multicultural Community by Shahina Akther

								My community is a multicultural community.
								I love my community so much because
								
everyone embraces the multiple cultures we
								have in community. We all come together to
								celebrate our cultural celebrations. Also I love
								the community because our community
								center has lots of programs for adults and
								
kids. I like to go my community centre to
								
upgrade my English. I love my class because
								
we always have fun and learn lots of new
								things. In addition our community centre
has various programs like the gardening program and the kid’s ball and ice hockey program. Kids
and adults love to visit the community centre. Our community centre’s name is Scadding Court
Community Centre. It is located at 707 Dundas Street West Toronto.
In my community we celebrate many holidays such as Eid and Christmas by having parties in the
community centre. Also we celebrate black history month, Halloween and many other celebrations.
At the community centre we celebrate Eid twice a year, one after Ramadan called Eid-ul-Fitr and
the other one is Eid-ul-Adha. In both parties we have lots of fun and eat cultural foods. We enjoy
both parties. On Halloween and Christmas kids’ party all day, they get candy on Halloween and
they get present on Christmas.
Moreover our community centre provides gardening program. I love gardening so much. Every
year I register one plot and plant flower and vegetables. When it’s ready I enjoy them. I hope other
peoples in the community enjoy gardening too. Our community centre provides kids swimming,
floor hockey and ice hockey. Every weekend my children go to the community centre and play with
their friends. I believe my children enjoy themselves a lot and I hope other children who live in the
community like it too.

Carnival is the Festival that Means so Much to Me
												

by Phillisia Lewis

I love the fact that I was born in St.Vincent and the Grenadines, the country that has so many
festivals celebrated and moreover one gets holidays for them too. Festivals do make life very
colourful and Carnival probably tops them all. There is a lot of excitement and activity around
during Carnival. The definite thing is that I miss this festival because I am not living in St. Vincent
anymore; Caribana is never the same, even if I celebrate it with other Vincentians here in Canada.
Carnival in St. Vincent is one festival that I looked forward to ever year, because it’s a time when I
would meet with my close friends and families that lived abroad who would come home to enjoy
the festival. It means so much to me when we all get together and enjoy this moment. Carnival is
one of the most colourful times of the entire year. I love seeing the beautiful arts and craft of all
the many different costumes that are dancing up and down the streets of Kingstown. It is really a
time to just let loose from all the distractions around you and just have fun.
Some of the things that make carnival what it is are the music; oh how I love soca. It’s just the type
of music that makes you want to dance and don’t really care what others think of your dancing.
And don’t talk about the food. The food is spectacular; the vendors go all out to make sure that
their food tastes the best for Carnival; some of the different types of food there are breadfruit
and salt fish, rotis, barbeque chicken and much much more. It is just really exciting and I miss it so
much.
I feel that with the changing times Carnival is really not the same as it used to be. Now there is so
much violence, killings, shootings, stabbings and much more that sometime make people don’t
want to even leave their homes to enjoy Carnival anymore. Now that I am living in Toronto I go to
Caribana every year. It’s not the same as back home but I make the best of it because it is what I
have now that reminds me of my culture in St. Vincent.
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Caribana Festival, My Home away from Home by Denise Jackson
								
The time has come when I can finally get
								to express myself through dancing. This is a
								Caribbean festival that takes place each year,
								
where the compatriots come out and
								
showcase their skills and colorful costumes.
								
Caribana festival is a time where you can meet
								
up with your Caribbean friends, laugh
								
as loud as you want and enjoy each other and
								
get acquainted with new people from different
								countries. This particular festival is a
								
time where all Caribbean people can connect,
								
enjoy each other’s company and have
memorable experience. Caribana is a way to express yourself; it’s a time and place where you can
free your mind about any negative aspects that may be going on in your everyday life.
It’s a day when you can dress and flaunt in your costumes while dancing to the music that is being
played on the streets of Toronto. It’s a place where you won’t be judged by the way you dance or
the way your costume may be designed. Caribana Festival can be a time of relaxation; you might
even call it a way of exercising. It’s also a day where you can expect to see even the little ones
taking part in the festival because it’s a show for each and every one, big or small, even though you
may think you can’t move to the rhythm of the music. Caribana sometimes makes you over-excited
because each year there is something new, different styles of costumes, and different types of music
blasting from the speakers; Caribana is such a happy place to be in.
Caribana makes you forget all the negative things that surround you because on that day you only
have the music to focus on.
This particular festival plays a very important role in my life. I feel at home because the same
music that we play back home (St.Vincent) is also played during the Caribana festival. Another
reason why Caribana festival means so much to me is because I’m accustomed to the music that I
know by heart, the costumes, and my Caribbean friends who share the same cultural activities as
me.
The thought of Caribana brings so much joy to me because I have something fun and exciting to
look forward to each year. I got something else to enjoy so I won’t have to miss out on the carnival
back home. I just love music. It brings out a different side of me. When I go to the parade and I
hear the trucks blasting all that soca songs I don’t even have to move my entire body; my feet will
just begin to move to the rhythm of the music and I just can’t keep in one place for long.
Caribana is also a fun day where one can bring out the whole entire family and spend the day
looking at the streets of Toronto and see when the masqueraders are passing and if one is taking
part they can enjoy dancing with their friends and families. I love Caribana and each year it gets
bigger and better. Caribana is like my home away from home.
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“My Community: From Home to Alexandra Park
Neighbourhood Learning Centre” by Jo-Anne Houllier
						
Trinidad and Tobago is a twin island, and the capital is
						
Port-of-Spain, situated in the Caribbean. I was born in
						
Aranguez, a ward outside of Port-of-Spain, Trinidad.
						
When I was very young, my parents took my siblings
						
and me to live in Matura, which is a rural area. We had lots
						
of fun growing-up in the countryside as children, playing
						
with all the other neighbour’s kids. We would play in the
						
rain, bathe in the rivers, drink water from springs,
						
roll in the sand-pits and throw sand at each other. We
						
would eat various types of fruits (Oh, the many types of
						
mangoes!) while running after butterflies. At Christmas
						
time, we visited other neighbours and each others homes
						
to “parang” (sang Spanish Christmas Carols) and
would be given money by the adults. It was always like a vacation, and everybody’s children were
everybody’s: my mother’s children were the neighbour’s and the neighbour’s were hers. Then, at age
nine, we moved to Petit Valley, where I grew up. We had wonderful times there too, but never
like the land and scenery of Matura.
Now I live in Canada, where I am enrolled in an ACE Programme at Alexandra Park
Neighbourhood Learning Centre, located at the intersection of Dundas Street and Bathurst
Street. I like the atmosphere, it reminds me of back home - “the same but different.” There
is that down-to-earth aura, that words cannot describe, one has to feel it. There is a Toronto
Public Library branch joined with the community centre, and you can see Alexandra Park nearby.
There are normal city businesses: Tim Hortons, McDonalds, and a Shoppers Drug Store, in the
Toronto Western Hospital. Kensington Market and Chinatown are just walking distance from the
community centre. One of my tutors and I once took a walk through Kensington Market.
I did not even know it was so close to the community centre. I like strolling through these areas
whether or not I am shopping and, just outside Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre,
there are booths from different nationalities that sell lots of tasty food.
I can now understand why these two beautiful countries,
Canada and Trinidad and Tobago took two cities, one from
each other’s country and formed a twinning. St. Catherines
and Port-of-Spain each exchange a group of people, once
a year, for a tour to visit each other’s city. They learn about
each country’s historical culture, tourist attractions,
resources and magnificent sites.
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“My Community, My Home” by Cecelia Williams

My Brazilian/Portuguese Community by Luana Spirito
I live at Dundas and Ossington area and the area is called Portugal Village. In my
neighbourhood, there are many places where people speak Portuguese and there is also a Brazilian
area. The Brazilian area has a place called Brazil Remittance where Brazilians send money to Brazil.
I go there every month to send money to my mother. You can also cash cheques and exchange
money. It works like a bank.
Also in my Brazilian community there are many Brazilian restaurants. My favorite one is the
Brazilian Star. There I go to eat and meet friends on the weekends. I also go there for a drink or
just to see friends. The food there is amazing and it is like back home. The restaurant is small but
it’s fun to be there because they put Brazilian DVDs with music. Also it has pictures of famous
Brazilian people on the walls.

I was once from paradise
Where luscious vegetations grew
Now I am in a country where I can hardly find green and yellow bananas or juicy plums in the
gigantic grocery stores
I was once from where the beautiful blue ocean met the lovely sky
Now I am surrounded by winter wonderland enjoying the snowflakes falling on the ground
I was once surrounded by humming birds singing melodious tunes in the tall trees
But now I am surrounded by the shadows of ground hogs used to predict early spring
I was once from looking at the sunrise and sunset, and enjoying the black and white sandy beaches
And now I am viewing the cascades of light at Toronto’s Nathan Philips square as people celebrate
the ending of the year.
I was once from playing cricket on the road with friends in the tropical sun
And now I watch the Toronto Maple Leafs team playing hockey in the Rogers Centre
I was once from a community where people shared golden smiles and always in bright spirits
And now I am in a community where everyone passes each other in hast
I was once from seeing carnivals as people danced to sweet Soca and Calypso music, jamming all
the way down town
And now am in a larger province where different people participate in Carribana, enjoying our
culture and music
I was once from cookouts by the fire side enjoying the moon’s bright light
And now am in a community where I have panics and barbeques in the park enjoying my daughter
make her way down the slide
I was once from a background where knowledge was taught in order to be successful and I have
carried this belief into my new community. Alexandra Park Learning Center has become my new
home. In this community I feel welcomed and I would never trade it for all the gold or silver in the
world.
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I go to the Portuguese bakery almost every day to have breakfast. The bakery is located right
behind my house so it is very convenient. Also I meet my friends there for coffee, or to talk and
socialize. I used to work for the same owner of the bakery some years back but at a different
location. The bakery is big and has everything so fresh; I have the latte and toast mist in the
morning .They also have very delicious salads, and the bread is so fresh.
I love my community. There are many good places to go to. It feels like being back home, especially
having people speak Portuguese everywhere. It’s good for new immigrants. When I was new in
Canada, it helped a lot to live in Portuguese/Brazilian community because I didn’t know a word of
English. When I needed to work, I went to work at the Portuguese bakery.
The Brazilian/Portuguese community is the best community ever to me.
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Our Community, Our Home by Melissa and Shannon Mac Arthur
A vibrant neighbourhood as seen from two different (but still related) perspectives, Melissa and
Shannon MacArthur.
We have lived in our neighborhood for 16 years, and for good reason. We live in Little Portugal
and it’s surrounded by parks, elementary schools, community centres, grocery stores and a
shopping mall. With all of the recreational programs and parks, it’s perfect for families around the
neighbourhood to get to know and look out for each other, making it a close-knit community. Not
to mention all of the cultural events including Pow Wows, Portuguese parade/celebration and the
Brazilian salsa, all events we enjoyed together growing up, and now with our families.

My Community by Angella Charles
									My community is Scadding Court
									Community Centre. It is the place I go
									
to learn. It is like a school to me. I
									attend the Literacy Program that is
									offered in the Centre by the Alexandra
									Park Learning Centre.
									There are many people of different
									nationality that attend the Learning
Program. The staff members are friendly and very helpful. They care about my learning.
There is a library, Sanderson Branch library that is next to the community centre. It makes it very
easy for me to use the computer and to borrow books. The community centre has many programs
for children, youth and seniors such as swimming, basketball and exercise classes. This community
centre is a very busy place.
There are some cultural programs and activities in the community centre. They are Black History
month celebration and The Chinese New Year celebration. There is Nonnina’s Table and the
Community Family food program that serve food to members of the community. There is Go
Fishing during the summertime for two days, where we can catch fish in the swimming pool. That
is lots of fun.

Melissa,
Growing up in the Dundas and Dufferin area meant there were lots of fun things to do, like
swimming at Mary McCormick’s Community Centre, which is across the street from our home,
hanging out at one of the many parks (like Dufferin Grove or Trinity Bellwoods which both are
pretty big and full of hills that are great for tobogganing and snow ball fights), or going to the
Portuguese Festival on College Street every year and eating fish, rice and potatoes while listening to
Portuguese music and hanging out with my friends, Ranae and Helen.
I still live in the same area now, and even though I’m grown with two children of my own, I
wouldn’t move out because of all the programs and events that my kids can benefit from, like
soccer or ballet, not to mention great neighbours and friends that look out for each other. I believe
that showing them all the resources and events that go on in our community can help with their
confidence and social skills by making them feel like they belong as well as giving them the same
experience I had as a child. Sharing the snow ball fights, festivals and parades (as mentioned
before) with my family is an amazing feeling, and especially as a parent sharing something from my
childhood in the same area where I grew up, with the people who matter most to me.
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The Community Centre has a café that
prepares lunches and snacks. During
the summertime, there is a beautiful
garden for our enjoyment.
The children love to hockey during the
winter time and skateboarding during
the summertime.
My community is a very active and
friendly community centre.
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Alexandra Park Neighbourhood by Lucy Seto
I live around the Alexandra Park Neighbourhood.
There is a Community Centre I like very much because
is convenient for me. Also, I could walk there. People
are nice. There is an Adult Education Program and
One-to-One tutor program. I learn English with my
tutor. He always pays attention to me when I don’t
understand. I have to thank him because my English
has been improving.
There is a swimming pool. You can enjoy in groups.
Also, school students can learn in classes at the Centre.
The Community Centre has library connected that is
very good for people to get more knowledge or
borrow books.
Outside near the Community Centre, there is a hockey rink. It’s good for people to play. They enjoy
it and excited when they are playing.
I have lived here since 1999. It’s a good place for me to bring my children to read books during the
school holidays. The librarian encourages my kids to read more books by giving them stickers.
Close to the Centre there are businesses that are important to the community, for example, Western
Hospital, Scotia Bank, Tim Horton’s and McDonalds all service us.
										
I have many friends who live
										
here. I would recommend that
										visitors come to the Community
										Centre and the library to see
										
how great they are. I admire the
										
people who service us, they are
										nice and they build polite, a
										safer, a peaceful and strong
										community. I’m proud. This is a
										
wonderful place to live!
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Shannon,
Although my sister and I live in the same community, we have had different experiences which
connect us to our neighbourhood. Since I have been a mother for as long as I have lived there,
I can definitely appreciate my neighbours and nearby business owners for keeping an eye out
for my children. Whether they fell and got a scrape, or wandered off, I could always count on a
neighbour’s help, when needed. I wish I had the time to write down all of the many stories, but I
have some brief examples. Once, a neighbourhood store owner helped my son when he was bitten
by a squirrel. My son’s father and friends from my building swatted a swarm of bees from and off
of him, putting themselves at risk! Not to mention the teachers from the kids’ school that donated
money and gifts to our family, the day after the news spread of the theft that occurred at my home
just a week before Christmas. Although my neighbourhood has changed a little since my children
were small, the fact that everyone looks out for each other, has never changed. I feel that this is a
safe community, and I would recommend other families to move into the Dufferin area.
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My Community My Home by Patricia Andrade
My name is Patricia, I’m from Brazil and I have three boys. I live at Dundas and Dufferin which is
known to be a Brazilian and Portuguese community. My family finds the Brazilian community to be
very friendly and makes us feel welcomed. Everyone is welcomed no matter who you are or where
you’re from, just like new born babies are welcomed into their new families.
In our community my family and I participate in many different events. There was a time that
my kids and I were involved with a Brazilian dance class. We enjoyed ourselves so much that they
invited us to do a dance performance at the Brazilian Fest held at St. Clair West and Caledonia.
This experience was really beneficial for my children because it helped them improve their
Portuguese, which kept on getting better as they interacted with more people and listened to the
music. There was also a variety of Brazilian foods which made me feel like I was back home for a
moment.

My Community by Salim Othman
Scadding Court Community Centre is a community that is located at Bathurst and Dundas. In
this community they have a program called Alexandra Park Neighbourhood Learning Centre.
To get there I take the Wheel-Trans bus. The program starts at 10am to 2pm and it runs from
Monday through Thursday. At the community, they have an area for gardening. In class, we work
on English, Math and do assignments on the computer. The program also provides one to one
tutoring. Close to us we have a library. The people here at the program are very friendly. You would
enjoy coming here. I enjoy talking to people and making new friends.

My children and I also like going to The Mary McCormick Recreation Center. This centre is located
right behind my house. Normally my kids go through the building where we live to call on their
friends and get together to swim at the recreation centre. The cost was free before Rob Ford’s
policy changes, and now we have to pay $1 per person.
Just before I started school at Alexander Park Neighborhood Learning Centre, I was volunteering
at St Christopher House with the Meals on Wheels program. This is also in the Brazilian and
Portuguese neighborhood and I was the driver who dropped off food for people that were not
able to cook for some reason or another. I enjoyed my time there, because it made me feel very
important.
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Hor To’s Community by Hor To Au
My Community by Rahma Idriss
In 2012, I faced many problems and I asked myself how I was going to overcome it. During this
time in my life, whenever I left my building I worried about how people would treat me. I have
had people throwing garbage at my face and at my door. I started to come to Scadding Court
Community Centre and I met people who helped and supported me. I was surprised to see that
some people were helpful and encouraging while others are hurtful. I have learned that the meaning
of community is helping each other, especially when we have problems. This can be done through
a smile or simply by saying hello. We need to respect each other. I was fortunate to get this support
and respect at APNLC. These people are my peers and instructors at APNLC. These people
support me and encourage me to stay positive and strong. They do not only help with my work,
but also are friendly and always ask about my son. Finding people who can support you is very
important and I pray that everyone finds that in their community.

I play ringette on a team. Ringette is a sport similar to floor hockey. There are five players on the
floor and one goalie on each team. The players wear helmets, knee pads, elbow pads and gloves.
The players use a stick to carry and shoot the puck. But unlike hockey, the stick is pointed and
the puck is like a ring with a hole in the middle. Our team is called Toronto Metro Leafs and my
position is Defense. But sometimes my coach tells me to play Forward.
I’ve been playing ringette since 2004. The season starts in October, the week after Thanksgiving
weekend. I practice on Thursday evenings at Bloor Collegiate which is our new location. I
played at Kent School for many years and now it’s closed down. Our team competes in different
tournaments and games throughout the season. Our team goes to tournaments in Peterborough
which happens around November and December. We also go to Mississauga tournament which
happens in April. The provincial games happen every four years in June. I have played in two
championship games since I started playing ringette. The team who wins gold has a chance to go to
the national games. The season ends in April. We usually have a pizza party on the last practice of
the season.
Playing ringette is something I like to do because it helps me to be motivated and keeps me in
shape. It also helps me think in a certain way to be a better player. Ringette is played by many
people in the Special Olympics. Playing ringette at Bloor Collegiate is like a home to me.
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West Side Community by Miles Ogle

Places of Sentiment and Value by Kathleen Furlotte
Since I have been living in Toronto I have found two places where I belong. Those two places are
the YMCA, and Spirits. I have learned new things since I have been attending these places. As I
reflect back on last two years I have been in Toronto, I have accomplished a lot. I volunteer and
exercise at the YMCA gym. I enjoy singing at Spirits on Saturday nights for Karaoke. The YMCA
and Spirits mean a lot to me as person living in Toronto, because they help me be involved in the
community.

What does “community” mean to me? My community is my home. It’s where I have lived and
breathed for the past two years. My community is made up of four different neighbourhoods: the
Junction/ Junction Triangle, Bloor West Village, and Roncesvalles. Let me tell you a little about
each one and their interesting quirks.
The Junction area obtained its name from the old train station and the train yard, which is still
in use today. The Junction area is really two different neighbourhoods: the Junction and Junction
Triangle. The Junction is an up and coming artsy neighbourhood with cheaper rents than other
areas, a raw vegetable restaurant, the headquarters of a renowned horror magazine called Rue
Morgue and a lot of antique shops, as well as a No-Frills, where I get most of my groceries. The
Junction Triangle tries to keep its roots connected to the railroad and is more business oriented,
with many businesses being small shops like the Farmhouse Tavern, as well as large storage places
like Planet Storage.
Just south of the “Junction” is Bloor West Village. Bloor West Village is what its name implies, a
village. Bloor West Village is full of small shops and little restaurants like Dr. Generosity and bars
like the Yellow Gryphon. Its Indigo book store used to be an old theater. Bloor West is very family
oriented with a large Ukrainian population. At the end of every summer, the neighbourhood
closes Bloor from High Park to Jane Street for Ukraine Fest. There is live music, wonderful food,
vendors selling their wares and even carnival rides. The event gives me a great sense of community.
If you travel south east of Bloor West Village and south of the Junction Triangle you will end up
in Roncesvalles Village. Roncesvalles is a very cool place, primarily Polish with its delicatessen/
bakeries like Benna's Bakery & Deli and restaurants like my favorite Café Polonez. Places like the
Local and eateries like The Rude Boy add a trendy vibe to this primarily Polish neighbourhood.
Roncesvalles even has a community owned theater “Revue Cinema”, where I attended a “No
Casino Toronto” community event.
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I have been attending the YMCA for almost two years. I have been volunteering for one year.
When I volunteer my duties are: switching wet towels for dry towels, answering questions, greeting
new people, also helping set up equipment for upcoming activities. I volunteer from six pm to
eight pm on Saturday nights. I exercise there as well. I enjoy the positive atmosphere of the gym
whenever I volunteer or exercise. When I arrive at the gym I am always greeted by familiar faces. I
have a friend and her name is Kirsten. She makes me feel very happy, and she is funny. I remember
one time when I was volunteering, Kirsten gave me a necklace. It was the moment where I felt a
friendship was born. I have learned not just about making new friendships, but also health. I have
learned how long I should exercise, and how to lift weight safely and effectively. I became healthier
due to losing thirty five pounds in sixteen months. I feel making new friends and losing weight were
great accomplishments.
On Saturday nights I usually go to Spirits for Karaoke. It is a restaurant known for its hamburgers,
but it also has Karaoke night. It usually starts at ten pm and goes till two am. I had lots of fun
when I was there. Singing is something I enjoy very much. The DJ’s name is Shawn. He was very
friendly and flexible with song choices. Shawn always greets me whenever I arrive. Whenever a
person is finished singing, he encourages the crowd to cheer for them. This was great motivation
for new people to come on up on stage. I learned the ability of singing is irrelevant at Spirits. If the
person is having fun than that is all that
matters.
The YMCA and Spirits have taught me
friendship, health, and humour. I have
established many friendships, and have
more courage whenever I am on stage
singing. I believe I am a happier person,
because I am always having something to
do on Saturday nights. The YMCA and
Spirits mean a lot to me as a person living
in Toronto, because they help me feel
more involved in the community.
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My Community “Pembroke Mews” by Chardai Boodoosingh
						

As a child, my mother and father raised me in a
						
ommunity that we call “Pembroke,” where I lived
						
since I was born. I believe that most people that lived
						
in our area had a great opportunity to learn and stay
						
positive. Pembroke is located around Sherbourne and
						
Dundas, very near to a neighborhood a lot of people
						
know as Regent Park. I’ve lived at this location until I
						
was about ten years old and I am very proud to call it
						home.
						
Our community has activities for both adults and 		
						
children. As you walk through the neighborhood you
						
will find very nicely laid out townhouses in the middle
						
of everything. Surrounding it are nicely sorted buildings.
There are multiple schools to choose from: French emersion, public schools, Catholic schools.
There are daycares that are in schools, but also many daycare locations to choose from that are
the most convenient. Parks are all walking distance for children and parents to access easily.
Corner stores, such as “Mac’s”, are around the corner for groceries and other items, and the
buses run very frequently and continue to run all night long. The pools are open to the public
and also offer private classes: the community centre is a great place for everyone and I have
noticed people from other communities participating in activities.

Roncesvalles Village by Shawna Santos
Roncesvalles is a beautiful neighbourhood that runs north from Queen St and south from Dundas
West, next door to one of Toronto’s jewels, High Park. Roncesvalles is about 1.5km from beginning
to end. Culturally known as the center of the polish community, it also thrives with multicultural
diversity. But what I enjoy the most, is that it is home to hundreds of amazing stores, side by side,
carrying everything you need.
On Saturday afternoons, I like to visit The Village Meat Products & Delicatessen, where I have
been going for years, to get a fresh custom sandwich stacked up high with my favourite meats and
condiments: one of the best sandwiches you’ll ever get for four bucks! Then I like to pass by my
favourite candy store, Sweet Thrills, where I can get imported chocolates from England, like my
favourite the “Curly Whirly.” After visiting the candy store, sometimes I will stop by the Revue
Cinema (one of Canada’s oldest movie houses) where movie tickets are only six dollars. There you
get the homiest feeling you’ll ever experience in a theatre. Roncesvalles is also home to many other
fabulous stores and services, like Emmanuel Howard Park United Church, Q8 Nails, Maggie's
Farm, Second Hand Vintage, Curio Emporium, The Chocolateria, and my favourite restaurant
where my mom and I have been dining for years: Aris Place, a restaurant, that’s been run by family
for 34 years now! I love to get the homemade banquet burger and a chocolate shake.
Every year Roncesvalles also hosts their annual Polish Festival: where there’s great food and drink,
international bands, local bands, and a kids’ midway (my daughter’s favourite) and, of course, tons
of venders selling all sorts of stuff. Roncesvalles is a great, friendly, vibrant place that I definitely
recommend anyone to visit.

The layout of the townhomes we lived in is formed like a circle with a big empty space in the
middle. In the empty space is often where all the young children would play. The community
center located off to the side offers cooking class, swimming class, baseball, basketball and
a lot more to keep the community busy and positive. I have attended cooking classes at the
neighborhood community center, John Innes Community Center, and it has helped me in
my future to be confident and safe while I cook for myself and my family. I then joined the
swimming team at the center, learned how to swim and began to enjoy swimming. My parents
got me involved in karate class and baseball, and that’s where I practiced good exercise and
stayed active. Many people in this community start off as teenagers with young children and
are successful and happy today. Overall, this community has great opportunities and offers for
everyone.
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Jane and Bloor Street West Community by Jean Williams
							
My community is in the neighborhood of Jane,
							
Bloor and Dundas streets. I live on Jane Street,
							
north of Bloor and south of Annette. On my street
							
there is a clothing store, a pizza shop, a few
							restaurants, a library and four churches.
							
When passing by, I stop at the clothes store to see
							
if any new clothes have arrived that I would be
							
interested in. I also look inside the new pizza shop
							
which is always filled with people. I like to see what
							
people are ordering, and the variety of meals, since
they have more than pizza in the shop. On Sundays after church my friend Donna and I go to a
restaurant to have lunch where the wraps are two for one on Sundays. People can get any of the
items the restaurant has that day on their wraps. The wraps are very good. I like putting chicken,
eggplant, chickpeas, and much more in my wrap. I also go to the library to get information on what
is going on in my community, and to use the computer.
I go to one of the churches in my neighborhood. It is called the church of the Nazarene where
we have service on Sundays. The church also has a program on Thursday nights called the Sharing
Place. It is for anyone who needs a meal, clothing or groceries. I volunteer there on Thursday
nights serving people dinner with some dessert and a drink. After dinner peoples’ names are called
and they can go to the back of the church to see if they like any of the clothing donated. Some
of the bakeries on Bloor Street donate the bread, and people or other stores would donate the
clothing. I like going to the Sharing Place because I listen to the problems the people are having,
and offer advice when asked. Or I simply interact with them.

My Community by Sandra
The community is a group of people living near one another. The community then takes on a life
of its own as people become friendly. In my community I have a lot of friends and family, one of
my best friends lives next door to me! And sometimes she comes over to watch a movie.
In every community there is a district and it refers to a social unit larger than a small village. As
people become free enough to share and secure enough to get along people always help one
another in the community and keep an eye on each other’s home. In my area we look out for one
another and help out. People are friendly, loving and caring. If someone in the neighbourhood
needs any assistance, for example if the elderly or kids need something to eat, then people share
food.
Sometimes people put an announcement on the bulletin board of a community. We have a
community meeting to talk about our neighbourhood and how we can develop it. We have
churches, schools, playgrounds and youth clubs. In Scarborough, where I live, there have been
some changes: there are some new buildings, major alterations and enlargement of existing
buildings. I think the changes are good because they create new opportunities.
I try to get involved and support my local community by volunteering. Sometimes I clean up by
picking up litter or giving someone a warm meal. My favourite thing about my community is the
people who live there and I enjoy supporting them. I would recommend that anyone live in my
community because it is peaceful and friendly.

Another place of my favorite choice is Bloor Street West Village. It is on Jane and Bloor Streets.
There are lots of activities going on there, the trees and poles are lighted up all year around. The
lights on the trees make a beautiful design. It is very nice walking along Bloor Street, you get to
meet people and socialize with them. In spring, Bloor Street West has a Ukrainian festival, a big
festival that lasts for three days. The people in the festival dress in their Ukrainian festive costumes,
which are bright and very colorful, and the hats have flowers and feathers. The festival has rides for
children, music, dancing, crafts, food, face painting and lots of fun. I enjoy going to it.
Another of my favorite pastimes is going to the Humber River in the summer time. It is within
walking distance from my house. It is about a half hour walk to go there. I like walking along
the trails, looking at the trees, flowers, birds, children playing and people walking about. It is
beautiful and relaxing to sit, stand or walk. If you are looking into the river, you will see the salmon
swimming upstream. My community is quiet, peaceful, and a nice place to live.
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A Community of Wellness by Cecelia Ferguson

Community by Aida Resendes
Jane and Eglinton, also known as Eglinton Flats is the community I
reside in. I live with my three children and our newest addition to
the family, my grandson.
In my community, everything that I need is a walking distance. I do
my shopping at No Frills located at Jane and Lawrence. This is very
convenient because it is close to my house. We also live near Jane
Park Plaza where you can find Food Basics, Walk-in Clinic, a
pharmacy, Pizza Pizza and Mr Sub.
My children and I love sitting at the Tim Hortons to drink coffee.
On sunny days my children and I go to Smythe Park to swim which
is only twenty minutes walk.

My community is North York, which is located in the west end of Toronto. This area is where I
reside, and from within this district is beaming multicultural diversity. Each day the experience is
unique, jubilant and sometime ecstatic.
The region and neighbours are quite obliging and friendly, and this kind of neighbourly hospitality
reminds me of the southern parts of Florida, where the people shows their kindness and
consideration. Furthermore, I find myself drawn to my neighbours’ mannerisms, and the different
diversities of ethnicities. Significantly, this neighbourhood is nestled in a harmonious surrounding,
colourful, and flourishing with pride and authenticity of West Africa, Central America, and Eastern
and Western Europe. An array of Caribbean and East and West Asians contribute distinctive
flavors to this magnificent area.
This locality is adjacent to numbers of exquisite local restaurants, and an abundance of foliage,
parks and schools. There is a hospital, places of worship and it is close to all the essential amenities.
Certainly, this vicinity has no barriers, and it is a wonderful place to live in the city, built on the
DNA of wellness and togetherness.
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For those who enjoy a good game of golf we also have Eglinton
Flats Golf Course nearby.
Five-minute walk from where I live you will find Eglinton Flats
playground. In the summer many families enjoy spending time there.
I also intend to spend a lot of time there this summer with my grandson. There is also parking
space for vehicles right across the park.
Beside the park there is also a sports centre. Between May and October many soccer teams across
Ontario come to play against each other.
Across the street from my building there is a daycare centre that has been highly recommended by
my friends. I spoke with the staff there and have decided to send my grandson. This would be great
because my daughter’s friend’s mom also works at the centre. For those who have older children
there are also elementary schools and high schools walking distance.
One thing I love about living in my community is the view I get from my balcony. In the morning,
I enjoy having my coffee and watching the sunrise and in the evening as night falls I enjoy watching
our city glow with lights and the CN Tower standing tall in vibrant colours.
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My Community by Donald Robinson

Thornhill by Cherise Sutherland

I spend most of my time at my neighbourhood church and a small sushi restaurant that’s
conveniently located just around the corner from my church.
My neighbourhood is located in Thornhill, north of Toronto. It’s a small community. It’s made up
of mostly Jewish families and a few Christian families, and people from a variety of other cultures.
Thornhill is a very quiet neighbourhood. It’s also very well maintained, clean and safe. Although it’s
a small neighbourhood, it has lots of interesting restaurants, temples and churches. Many of the
churches provide a variety of services and activities to help out in the neighbourhood.
I want to tell you about one of my favourite places in my community. It is located at Eglinton and
Keele. It is a nice and cozy restaurant where I eat fries and fried chicken. The way they cook their
fried chicken and fries melts my mouth and it is also affordable. I have been going to this restaurant
since 2000, making it 13 years this year. It is surprising that one of the owners has been there all
this time. I always go to this restaurant, not the ones right beside it. I love fries and chicken. Before
I came to Canada, I did not know such amazing food existed. We have KFC in Jamaica now,
but in 70’s and 80’s, fried chicken was not very common in the countryside, where I come from.
Sometimes I eat at the restaurant and sometimes I take it home. Sometimes I go to the area near
the restaurant to run errands. There is also a West Indian grocery store run by a man named Zack.
He sells vegetables and fruits like yams, plantain, callaloo, patties, juneplum and mangoes from
Jamaica and other countries. It’s a beautiful place because it’s my lovely community.

I attend one of those churches, which is located at Bayview and Steeles. The name of my church
is Bayview Glen Church. Its congregation is made up of many nationalities such as Canadians,
Asians, West Indians, and Russians. Became the size of the congregation, there are two services.
The first service starts at eight thirty and ends at ten o’clock, and the second service starts at
ten o’clock and goes until eleven thirty. The Bayview Glen Church has many other services and
activities such as daycare, where I volunteer twice a week. It also has a youth group which I also
volunteer for twice a month. My church also has an antique car show in the summer time in the
huge parking lot of the church. All the money that is made goes toward helping the youth group’s
trip to Africa. I also volunteer at the antique show car. My church also provides warm meals for the
homeless, and especially in the winter we also hand out jackets, blankets and tokens, and I help out
in this program once a month. The church also runs a program for mothers to meet and socialize
and the group for fathers to do the same.
My church is like my family that’s made up of many different people and experiences. They
appreciate you just the way you are but like most families do, they also encourage and advise you to
be helpful to others. Almost every Sunday after church, a few members of our youth group meet
for lunch at Ping Sushi Restaurant. It’s a very small place but they make the most delicious and
fresh salmon rolls and soup. We usually sit and converse while our sushi is being made. We spend
almost two hours eating and talking before we say our byes. We stay in touch during week by phone
and we always look forward to the following Sunday.
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My Community by Yanique Smith

Vibrant, Calm, Relaxing, Comfortable those are just some words used to describe my community.
It’s located in Richmond Hill a city to the north, where kind gestures lie between neighbours and
friends we meet.
No Frills and Food Basic are the grocery stores we spend our weekend in, staff members so
friendly and patience, the ambience so neat.
The Sunshine Day School is where my niece and nephew attend classes and on weekends ridding to
the Fleetwood Trail is our routine, with swimming every Saturday an activity they maintain.
A community full of diversity and beautiful sceneries, creating lot of experience and joy that I can
hardly contain.
This community is where I want to remain.
I travel everyday on public transit, a whole new experience from once yelling “one stop driver” to
now pressing buttons to stop the bus.
Social nights here with friends consist of dinning at amazing restaurants like Joey’s Grill House and
The Keg. If you want a drink on the rocks just visit Jack’s Astra or Pickle Barrel.
A community is place where people get together and share common interests and I am happy to
share mine with you.
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My Community, My Home by Agostinho Mitange

I live in Toronto in a suburban area, at Eglinton and Keele Street, located in North York, it is one
of the best places to live in the city. It is a very graceful community, where everybody greets each
other when we meet on the side walk, some with eye contact, nodding a head, waving a hand, and
some with fist or bounce, but rarely with a kiss. My neighborhood is a normal western civilized
locale; there we have Fire Hall, a police station, an EMS station, a public library, community center,
public parking and a plaza. Most people shop in the plaza, but corner stores or convenience stores
are our main alternative on weekend and holidays, sometimes after hours too. The prices there
are a little bit higher than the regular stores, but the kindness, the laughter, the smile, the talk and
the generosity of the storeowner bind us together, in that unique relationship. Right there, if the
money is not enough, we have the privilege to use the IOU, it always works.
Nowadays, the main ethnic groups are Caribbean, African, Spanish, Portuguese and Italian. It is
a very energetic community: we respect each other, apart from our beliefs, moral values, culture,
color, background. There is a uniqueness that binds us together, the empathy of sharing the same
flag, oxygen, and ground. Nevertheless, in the summer time the feasts and festivals start. The
barbeques organized by the political figure like MP,MPP, and City Counselor are free, we have so
many, and all of them are sterling, however, the multicultural festival is my favorite. This festival
involves all inhabitant of the neighborhood, there, I have the opportunity to meet people from
different backgrounds and cultures, and there is a live music concert. Most of the agencies involved
in the locality come to demonstrate what they do, some already well known come to reinforce their
outstanding work in the locality.
The festivals are all peaceful, and in total harmony, the musical rhythm goes from African bits,
Caribbean, Spanish, vice-versa as the musicians try their best to please us all. I enjoy the many
diverse, delicious, cultural foods: las empanadas - mucho delicioso; the jerk chicken - yeah man! It`s
an amazing event! For anybody who lives or wants to live in Toronto, this is the place that I would
recommend, where there is a trust, and love, it is extremely enjoyable-come see to believe. The best
of all? It is free of charge.
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The Adventist Church by Alphia jn Louis

The Uniqueness of Mount Dennis by Antoinette Francis

My name is Alphia jn Louis and I want to tell you about my church. I love my church so much that
I go every Saturday. I love singing the worship songs in service. My favorite song is called, “When
Peace like a River.’’ I love my church because I like to listen to the preacher and being around my
friends and family.

Mt. Dennis is my community. It is a
diverse neighbourhood with different
ethnic groups. Mt. Dennis has been
labelled as a bad area. I would disagree
with that because I walk through the
streets of Mt. Dennis day and night
fearlessly, especially Weston road, which
is one of our main streets. Mt. Dennis
is a God fearing, friendly neighbourhood
full of people with good moral values.
I feel connected to Mt. Dennis because
of the people. When I walk down the
street there is always someone I can say
hi or talk to. I would spend time sitting
and chatting with friends on the
neighbourhood bench, or get some general information from the store keepers. If outside is not so
welcoming, my friends are always most welcomed in my home.

My church supports people who are in financial need. It also helps people with disabilities as well
as seniors. My church members and I visit a nursing home every week. When we are there, we pray,
sing and read the bible.
I enjoy going there because I like being around people like me. Prior to service on Saturday, we
come to church on Friday for preparation. Every Friday we prepare our church clothes and we
prepare food for the next day. We do this because we don’t work on the Sabbath because we devote
all of our day in church.
It is a big church and we have about 200 members. The church is at Lawrence and Caledonia.
Church members come from all over the city.
Whenever I am in my church, I feel happiness and joy in my heart. One of the most joyful things
we do is a ceremony that blesses new born babies of our church members. During the ceremony,
we come as one in front of the church and pray for blessings for the babies as the pastor leads it.
These ceremonies take place every Saturday in our service.
The church also runs a Bible study group every Saturday. We use a book called “The Quarterly”
which helps us understand the bible better. About 20 of us get together to share our ideas and
lessons. I really find this class valuable because it helps me to know more about God.
												I am also a member
												of a choir group
												
and we sing during
												the service every
												
other week. We
												practice every
												Saturday afternoon
												
for 2 hours. I really
												love my church
												because it is my
												community and it
												keeps me safe and
												happy.
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My community is small but has a lot to offer. The library is a place where I spend quality time. I
make arrangements to meet up with my friends and have discussions there. Also, the No Frills is a
walking distance from my home. When the site was under construction, I was hoping it would be
beneficial for the community. I was thrilled to hear that it was going to be a grocery store. The best
thing about No Frills is the butcher where I am able to buy meat and have it cut up into the size I
want.
One good passtime is the laundry mart. I would give my children the choice of whether to cook or
do the laundry; they usually choose to cook. I love the idea of doing laundry; it just gives me extra
time to read and write while the clothes are being washed.
I benefitted from some of the many programmes offered by ANC (Action for Neighbourhood
Change). One of the many programmes I benefitted from was Craft Divas, a sewing group. I came
out of the programme knowing how to make pants and bags. Another group was Mt. Dennis
Community Kitchen, where I learned to cook different dishes and also incorporate others into
mine.
Mt. Dennis has been growing. There is No Frills, a remodelled library, and LEF (Learning
Enrichment Foundation) to welcome newcomers. There is also a TTC garage, Canada Post
headquarters, a state of the art community center that is in the making, as well as a subway line
which is now under construction.
I love Mt. Dennis for what it is: it is my home and my community.
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